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“I worried about pretty much everything”:  
Training tutors to work with L2 writers
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• Creating interactive content
• Putting it all together
• Evaluations
Getting Started:  Needs Assessment
Graduate Tutors Undergraduate Tutors
2013 2014 2015 2013 2014 2015
1st yr. of tutoring 15% 36% 43% 57% 47% 41%
Yrs. of experience 
w/international students
77% 58%  65% 40% 41% 41%
2-5 years experience 1st year of experience
Lack knowledge of cultural 
issues
33% up to 80% up to 60% up to 71% up to 76% up to 88%
Lack proofreading skills 33% 44% 10% 0% 0% 18%
Lack knowledge of L2 
grammar/vocab problems
17% up to 30% up to 40% up to 43% up to 47% up to 49%
Getting Started:  Context Constraints & Goals
Context Constraints
• Mixed Disciplines (WC & SLW)









• Observation  Identify areas of need
• Research  Identify relevant theoretical material
• Thought  Identify (& create) appropriate interactive content
• Test newly developed materials
Creating Interactive Content:  Observations
Client comments on own ability in language or writing
Client requests grammar/vocabulary/ sentence  help
Client requests other help (HOCs)






Client corrects own errors when tutor points them out
Client challenges or disagrees with tutor’s suggestion
Tutor interrupts reading to talk about 
grammar/vocabulary/sentences
Tutor interrupts reading to talk about other concerns
…..
Creating Interactive Content:  Observations
Agenda-Setting Client
Mentions








Creating Interactive Content:  Observations
Creating Interactive Content:  Sample Papers
• Collect sample documents from writers
• Use a permission form
• Potential methods include
L2 and presumed-L1 comparison
Error marking method tryout and comparison
Mark a draft then compare to the video-recorded tutorial of that draft
Putting It All Together
• Training should allow tutors to 
Join the theoretical conversation
Practice skills
Become aware of their own assumptions
• Any module should include
Relevant background reading and theory
Activities for practicing skills
Reflection guided by questions
Evaluations
• “The tutorial checklist helped me see the common issues that occur in a 
tutorial with an international student.”
• “I have been able to see more clearly how some assignment guidelines are 
culturally bound.”
• “The interview with an international student was a great reminder of the 
difficulty of writing academic papers as an ESL student.”
• “Overall this greater awareness has led me to cover fewer issues in one 
tutorial so as not to overwhelm the client.”
Questions?
Vicki R. Kennell
vkennell@purdue.edu
